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MATTHEW S. SELIGMANN, The Royal Navy and the German Threat
1901–1914: Admiralty Plans to Protect British Trade in a War Against Ger -
many (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012), x + 186 pp. ISBN 978 0
19 957403 2. £60.00

Everything seems to have been said about Anglo-German rivalry and
the arms race before 1914. Studies of British sea power before and
after the launching of the battleship HMS Dreadnought in 1906, which
took naval armament to a new level, have filled whole libraries over
the last twenty or so years. It is all the more surprising, therefore, that
Matthew Seligmann seems to have discovered a new topic, one that
has received little attention so far: the protection of British sea trade
against ‘Germany’s extensive fleet of large Atlantic liners’ (p. 6).

Those who know Seligmann’s work will recognize that he does
not belong to those revisionists, who, in recent years, have ques-
tioned the paradigm of Anglo-German measure and counter-meas-
ure. On the contrary, he has recently attempted to underpin the
orthodox view that the sole threat to Britain before 1914 was posed
by German naval policy. In this new book he believes he has got to
the heart of the Anglo-German rivalry at sea. It was not the German
battle fleet that had given the British Admiralty a permanent
headache since the turn of the century, he suggests, and certainly not
any other modern world fleets, or even financial or technical prob-
lems, but Germany’s fast passenger ships.

This arresting claim commands the reader’s attention. With a
great deal of verve, Selig mann first directs our gaze towards
Germany’s supposed intention of disrupting British trade in future
by using armed commercial ships (pp. 7–24). His claim that this adds
a completely new factor to existing patterns of interpretation (pp. 5,
171), however, quickly falters. In particular, the exclusive focus on
Germany suggests that this is just another addition to the orthodox
line of a sole German challenge. It completely ignores the French
Jeune École, which directed its attention exclusively to the task of
wearing Britain down in an extensive trade war. The Cunard Agree -
ment (pp. 46–64) on the military use of the Lusitania, therefore, needs
to be considered in the context of France. Nonetheless, this perspec-
tive on the use of commercial shipping in the war is refreshing and
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promising. It is also noteworthy that Seligmann does not, like so
many others, merely describe German intentions and extrapolate a
British reaction from this. Rather, he draws on intelligence investiga-
tions of Britain (pp. 25–45).

Yet despite this promising approach, Seligmann’s evidence is sur-
prisingly thin in quality and quantity. For example, his claim that the
German government was considering war when it subsidized com-
mercial ships requires further analysis. The interconnectedness of
commercial and political interests and the fact that the ships were not
commercially viable is not enough to demonstrate Berlin’s sinister
motives. At the beginning of the twentieth century there was a real
competition between passenger steamships, often driven by prestige
rather than solely commercial considerations. HAPAG’s ships, for
example, competed with those not only of Britain’s White Star Line,
but also of Germany’s Norddeutsche Lloyd, and vice versa. Instead
of concentrating purely on the potential wartime use of merchant
and passenger ships, the argument would have benefited here from
at least bearing the economic background of commercial shipping in
mind.

In addition, there is little evidence that Germany’s approach was
peculiar. After all, it has always been completely normal for seafar-
ing powers at times of war to count on any suitable merchant and
commercial shipping. The Boer War had already demonstrated to all
seafaring powers that at times of war even the ships of neutral pow-
ers were not immune to seizure by the Royal Navy. Moreover, by
June 1914—still in peacetime—the Royal Navy was counting on the
Lusitania as well as over forty civilian ships, armed with 4.7-inch
guns.1 German efforts, by comparison, were extremely modest.
Seligmann himself repeatedly admits that contemporaries regarded
the collected intelligence information as a whole as ‘inaccurate’ (p.
38) and German preparations as ‘overemphasized’ (pp. 44–5). Even a
well-informed and capable naval attaché such as Philip Dumas was
unable to deliver any information about possible converted cruisers
(p. 36). 

It may seem surprising that, against this background, the author
manages to construct a significant threat potential based on scarcely
a dozen passenger ships that might be armed. An example of Selig -
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mann’s procedure is how he treats the Beresford Inquiry of 1909. The
Commission of Inquiry dealt with Lord Charles Beresford’s allega-
tions against his arch-enemy, the First Sea Lord, Sir John Fisher’s
preparation of the Royal Navy for defence and war. According to
Seligmann, the Commission of Inquiry was mainly interested in the
threat to British trade. It is true that at the twelfth sitting Beresford
referred to the protection of trade as a ‘big thing’ (p. 33). It is also
true, but is unfortunately not mentioned in this book, that at the same
sitting, Beresford left no doubt that ‘the state of the Home Fleet’, that
is, the strength of the battle fleet, was incomparably more important:
‘This is, from my point of view, the crux of the whole thing—the
whole thing hangs on it.’ Prime Minister Henry Asquith explicitly
agreed: ‘It all hinges on that.’2 Characteristically, the Commission’s
final report does not even mention trade protection.3

Here Seligmann accepts uncritically Bereford’s view. The reader
gains the impression that the Admiralty had simply neglected to
address the question of armed merchantmen. In fact, how ever, com-
ments by the First Lord of the Admiralty, Reginald McKenna, indi-
cate the exact opposite. What was crucial, he said, was whether or not
the German merchant navy was armed in peacetime. If not, McKenna
said, he saw ‘no danger’. But if ‘the German mercantile ships do carry
guns and ammunition, then we shall make different preparations . . .
but we do not want to have our present preparations examined upon
the presumed basis that German ships do carry guns and ammuni-
tion in peace, when we have the very best of reasons for thinking
they do not.’4 A sober assessment of the situation had obviously pre-
vailed over insufficient information. Not so in Seligmann’s view.
Instead of looking more closely at the feud between Beresford and
Fisher, he follows Beresford too closely in assuming, without any
obvious evidence, that McKenna was obscuring the situation, or even
lying (p. 34). What reasons McKenna might have had for not telling
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2 Report and Proceedings of a Sub-Committee of the Committee of Imperial
Defence Appointed to Inquire into Certain Questions of Naval Policy Raised
by Lord Charles Beresford, 15 June 1909, TNA, CAB 16/9A–B (Q.2417).
3 Beresford to Asquith, 2 Apr. 1909, Report of the Sub-Committee of Imperial
Defence Appointed to Inquire into Certain Questions of Naval Policy Raised
by Lord Charles Beresford, 12 Aug. 1909, Accounts and Papers, Cd. 256, fos.
295–7.
4 Beresford Inquiry, TNA, CAB 16/9A–B (Q.2403). 



the truth, given that he had just replaced Lord Tweedmouth, who
was seen as too pro-German, remains an open question. The same
applies to the obvious question of why Germany, if it wanted to
attack British trade, had opted for a battle fleet rather than for a cruis-
er fleet, which would have been much better suited to this purpose,
and did not start building submarines systematically until 1909. The
explanation supplied later, after the event, by Admiral Slade in May
1909 that this was another example of Germany’s obfuscation tactics
(p. 172) is typical of the general stereotyping of Germany as the puta-
tive enemy in the wake of contemporary invasion scares and spy hys-
teria, but is hardly convincing from today’s point of view.

Long before 1914 the facts spoke clearly in favour of Britain, and
the threat scenarios were largely imaginary. This plays no part in
Seligmann’s line of argument, however. He explicitly stresses that
‘no solid evidence ever support[ed]’ the view ‘that German ships car-
ried their armament . . . in peacetime’. Apart from a few ‘unsubstan-
tiated agents’ reports’, he goes on, ‘plenty of material’ exists ‘that
contradicted the idea’. ‘Yet the rightness or wrongness of British
thinking is . . . irrelevant’, because the British ‘believed that the
Germans would behave in a particular way’, and this ‘moulded
British planning’ (p. 45). Contemporaries knew that there was not
much behind the idea that German merchantmen were armed, but
according to Seligmann ‘almost everyone’ except Fisher and
Churchill believed it (p. 45). Who in particular he means by this,
however, remains open. A look at military journals of the time would
have made a more differentiated account possible.5

This brings us to one of the main problems of the book: the nar-
row range of sources used and the overabundance of conjecture.
Seligmann’s explanation for recent increased interest in the building
of British battle cruisers is particularly dubious (pp. 65–87). He
argues that these served primarily to pursue and fight the fast
German passenger steamers and potential auxiliary cruisers run by
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Norddeutsche Lloyd and HAPAG. But again, there is little evidence
to back this up. It is completely forgotten, for example, that the battle
cruisers had been ordered before the Battle of Tsushima, that is, at a
time when Lord Selborne, for example, still sounded rather dis-
mayed about the Russian threat, as ‘these cursed Russians are laying
down one ship after the other’.6 Apart from this, the claim that battle
cruisers could be employed to combat armed merchantmen and pas-
senger ships (p. 86) is tenuous. It hardly seems credible that, given
the budgetary constraints of the time, the Admiralty would have
opted for the costly construction of the Invincible class with 12-inch
artillery simply to counteract a handful of unarmoured passenger
ships (p. 82).

On the whole, the book often lacks wider contextualization. It is
true, of course, that up to 1907, several German passenger steamers
repeatedly won the Blue Riband awarded for the fastest Atlantic
crossing. A number of these ships were drafted into military service,
as was usual among all seafaring powers, and one is inclined to agree
with Seligmann’s judgement on the Cunard Agreements on arming
merchant vessels (pp. 47–53), especially as a signal to an excited pub-
lic at home (p. 51). As far as German motives go, however, the chron -
ologies are problematic. For one thing, eight of Germany’s twelve
giant ocean liners were built at a time when the political leadership
in Berlin still believed that it could impress, if not outdo, Britain in
the arming of its battle fleet. And for another, by 1907, German
steamers had permanently lost their superiority in speed to the
Cunard Line. 

Moreover, Seligmann rather nonchalantly ignores the technical
contexts and the financial aspects and background of British naval
policy. What precisely did a specific threat posed by German mer-
chant and passenger shipping mean? How should we imagine this in
concrete terms? These ships could carry only a limited stock of coal,
which meant that they could operate freely only for a limited period
of time. Contemporaries were well aware that even in wartime, these
ships could only replenish their stocks of coal in large harbours. And
if they ventured in while at war, they would be detained in a neutral
harbour and impounded, as in fact happened later. Only the Prinz
Eitel Friedrich, whose top speed was a mere 15 knots and which thus
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does not really fit into the author’s scheme of fast steamers, and the
Kronprinz Wilhelm operated successfully, responsible for eleven and
fourteen sinkings respectively. The greatest successes, characteristi-
cally, were achieved by a ship built as an auxiliary cruiser from the
start, the SMS Möwe, which was responsible for forty-two sinkings,
and, of all things, a former cargo ship, the SMS Wolf, which, at a top
speed of 10 knots, was especially slow (p. 163).

Seligmann’s argument, contesting both the classic interpretation’s
focus on the battle fleet and the revisionist view of British naval pol-
icy developing independently of a German threat, is not fully con-
vincing. The source material he provides on a few members of the
navy is too cursory. His focus on the trade war, however, is promis-
ing. In this context, a recent study by Nicholas Lambert, Planning
Armageddon,7 shows that Britain early on envisaged an extended
trade war against Germany. Seligmann’s work again makes use of
the standard action–reaction theorem which postulates a German
challenge and an inevitable British response. But it has become clear
how much some members of the Royal Navy overestimated
Germany’s striking power on the water. That this can be attributed to
an error or misperception (p. 164), which was the result of Berlin’s
merely asserted deviousness, seems questionable. Similarly, Selig -
mann’s conclusion that the misperceptions were ultimately irrelevant
and the German threat, whether real or not, was the cause of Britain’s
pre-war policy (p. 173) falls short. In the case of Germany, thanks to
the Fischer controversy of the 1960s we have for a long time not been
satisfied by references to the mere existence of Berlin’s encirclement
phobia as the basis for decision-making. In the case of Britain, too, it
is high time to look beyond mere (mis)perceptions and ask about
inner motives and their causes.
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THOMAS ROHKRÄMER, Die fatale Attraktion des Nationalsozialismus:
Über die Popularität eines Unrechtsregimes (Paderborn: Ferdinand Schö -
ningh Verlag, 2013), 402 pp. ISBN 978 3 506 77676 1. €34.90 (hard back)

‘National Socialism’s aspiration’, writes Thomas Rohkrämer in this
new and engaging book on popular opinion in the Third Reich, ‘was
not simply to fill a vacuum, but rather to awaken enthusiasm for a
take-off into a new, and supposedly better future’ (p. 37). In this it
was largely successful, at least until 1942–3 and, to some extent,
beyond. Nazism, he argues, was not just a ‘protest movement’
against Weimar, and its rise to power and continuing appeal over
twelve years cannot be explained solely by reference to the Re pub -
lic’s failures. Rather it was a political phenomenon which exerted a
‘fatal attraction’ on millions of ordinary Germans, both lower middle
class and working class. Its true significance can be seen in the way it
began (with the support of a ‘good third’ of German voters in free
and open elections in the early 1930s), and the way it ended (with
most Germans choosing to fight on until 1945 regardless of the hope-
less odds). In spite of this, historians have been reluctant to recognize
the sheer popularity of the Nazi dictatorship and/or have pushed to
one side the issue of why so many aligned themselves with this bar-
baric and criminal regime. Instead, emphasis has been placed on
identifying, explaining, and differentiating between various forms of
complicity, conformity, ‘immunity’, resistance, opposition, and dis-
sent. For Rohkrämer this means that, as far as the attitudes of ordi-
nary Germans are concerned, the wood has been missed for the
trees.

How, then, does he account for the regime’s overwhelming pop-
ularity? Some of the causes, he argues, are quite bland: full employ-
ment, cheap holidays through the Strength through Joy organization,
perceived opportunities for social mobility, and the supposed re -
moval of class privileges. On these grounds he rejects as ‘too narrow’
the notion of Nazism as a political religion that sought to mobilize the
irrational longing of the masses for spiritual leadership in the wake of
rapid secularization and the ‘disenchantment’ of the world by science
and reason. Yet, equally, he criticizes Götz Aly’s ‘materialist’ ex plan -
ation of the Third Reich as a ‘convenience dictatorship’ (Gefällig keits -
diktatur) which stayed in power by bribing the people with a gener-
ous range of economic gifts and social benefits made possible by
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